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Our new Swiftcurrent Packable Waders are ultra-
light, incredibly durable and constructed with our 
state-of-the-art, 70% recycled face fabric.

Weighing in at just 36 ounces and rolling up into a grande burrito- 

sized stuffsack, our go-everywhere, fish-everything Swiftcurrent 

Packable Waders are the lightest, most versatile breathable waders 

we’ve ever made. Built with globe-trotting, river-hopping, home 

water-protecting expeditions in mind, our super-comfortable, tech-

nically advanced Packables offer serious, no-compromise wading 

performance in a dependable, river-tested package.

PAT_S20_SCOF_SwiftcurrentPackable-DPS.indd   1 4/9/20   9:40 AM

https://www.patagonia.com/product/mens-swiftcurrent-packable-waders/82360.html?dwvar_82360_color=HEXG&cgid=mens-waders
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H a ndc r a f t e d  i n  t h e  USA

MAVERICK
NEW

Des i gned  t o  max im i z e  qu i c k - sho t  p r e s en t a t i o n s ,  t h e  MAVER ICK 
makes  t h e  mos t  o f  s a l twa t e r ’s  f i n i t e  oppo r t un i t i e s . 

S A L T W A T E R  /  F A S T  A C T I O N

s a g e f l y f i s h . c o m

C h r i s t m a s  I s l a n d  O u t f i t t e r s

https://www.sageflyfish.com/product/saltwater/maverick?utm_source=SCOF&utm_medium=CPM&utm_content=MAVERICK-Spring20&utm_campaign=Rods
https://www.sageflyfish.com/product/saltwater/maverick?utm_source=SCOF&utm_medium=CPM&utm_content=MAVERICK-Winter1920&utm_campaign=Rods
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THINGS THAT  SNAP

THINGS 
THAT 
DON’T

40% stronger than the competition.
You don’t have to take it from us. We had a 3rd party lab 
independently test and prove that our wet knot strength is 
29% stronger than our previous material, and 40% stronger 
than the premium competition.

scientificanglers.com

https://www.scientificanglers.com
https://www.scientificanglers.com
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Spring 2020

  A letter from Dave, editor-in-quarantine...

Everything I come up with to say in 
this editor’s letter just seems stupid. 
I’ve written this in my head at least 
a few hundred different ways at this 
point. I really have nothing to add to 
the conversation. I could peddle in 
the platitudes and tropes of the day: 
“We’re all in this together” or “COVID 
doesn’t care.” But the pure level of 
pain, disruption, and fear that we call 
our daily life right now seems to be 
poorly served by a phrase or two a 
sympathetic celebrity could babble. 

No, the weirdness of these days 
knows no bounds and struggles to be 
put into any words let alone meaning-
less ones. I have no idea when this 
will end. I have no idea when busi-
ness will be back to normal (whatever 
that now means), and I honestly don’t 
know what happens next. 

I spend my mornings teaching kin-
dergarten and fourth grade. Of all the 
jobs in the world I am unqualified for, 
school marm has to be close to the 
top of the list. It’s entirely possible that 
me teaching anyone anything is actu-
ally illegal due to what may or may not 
be some public urination legal run-ins 
in my teens and twenties. My wife has 
had to put her notice in at work be-
cause my kids will be home at least 
until the fall since all forms and hopes 
of affordable childcare have evapo-

rated like our best laid travel plans. 
To add insult to injury, the TVA gener-
ated through the whole caddis hatch. 
Again.

As indulgent as that little bitch ses-
sion was, I’m concretely aware that 
my plight is really no plight at all. I still 
have money in my account, a job to 
come back to, and I only live 45 min-
utes from my favorite tailwater. No, 
my melodrama doesn’t include how 
I’m gonna pay my next month’s rent 
on the shop, or trying to figure out if 
it’s time to sell my boat for survival’s 
sake. Even framing this situation in the 
minutiae of our little shared passion 
seems insulting to my brain other than 
that the level and manner in which our 
lives have been affected are echoed 
by everyone else on the planet.

I’m not gonna say it’s gonna be ok, 
because I honestly don’t know when 
or if it will. I certainly hope it will. In the 
meantime, if you can, help those who 
need it which is likely to be all of us 
before this thing is over. If you need 
some help, reach out. Also go fishing, 
not because it’s the most important 
thing in the world, but because any-
thing you can do to turn a blind eye to 
the world right now, even if just for a 
few hours, is the only thing I can think 
of that doesn’t scream stupid these 
days.
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with Allen Gillespie
Haiku

Second time this week

buying liquor in my mask --

they all know my name.

http://www.howlerbros.com


CRUSH 
VARIABLES.

gloomisflyfishing.com

Conditions in saltwater environments can slide sideways in 
seconds. Walloping wind and cloud cover pack the potential 

to hinder the performance of even the most experienced 
tropical angler. When favor’s stacked in nature’s corner, level 

the playing field with fishing tools forged to conquer these, 
and other common variables.

Rolled with our most advanced compound taper construction 
to date, NRX+ S provides the power, line speed, and loop 

stability expected from modern fast-action rods, without 
compromising “feel” and finesse for short shots when 

clouds turn the lights down. NRX+ empowers anglers with 
confidence-boosting control in less-than-ideal situations.

http://gloomisflyfishing.com
http://gloomis.com
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Floating In the Shadow
By Jason Tucker
Photos: Steve Seinberg and Rand Harcz
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“You go to war with the Army you have!” 
I’m quoting that crafty neocon Don Rumsfeld as Dave takes 
my rod away from me.

There is only so much wasted water a man can take as he 
labors at the oars. Only so many choice lies, juicy runs, 
nervous chop below drop-offs, and great cover, all wasted 
by a bad rig and worse flies, having done no research on my 
part before my first outing on a Southeast tailwater fishery. 
We’re floating on the South Holston River in Tennessee, in 
the shadow of the Smoky Mountains. Out of the clear blue 
sky, thunder rumbles in the distance—reports of a contagion 
creeping ever closer like a flood tide. Coronavirus.
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I brought the army I had, 
but my ramshackle flies, 
the progeny of my hand 
and vise, proved insufficient 
to the task. Dave, patient 
guide that he is, tolerated 
my ignorance for a time 
before he stood up, took 
my rod from my hands, 
cut off my rig, re-tied with 
his own flies, and handed 
it back to me. Within two 
minutes I was on a fish. 
From then on it was a 
non-stop back-and-forth 
between me in the front 
and Brian in the back, 
alternately hooking up on 
fish. It was rare to go more 
than a few minutes without 
a hook-up, catching 
gorgeous wild South 
Holston browns,and the 
occasional rainbow.

“This is the most western 
river I know of in the 
Southeast,” proclaims 
Dave, and it certainly is. 
Dave sits there at the oars, 
his cloven hooves planted 

firmly on the bottom of 
the hull while he sculls 
with a deft touch, keeping 
us on the best lines. He 
is gnomic, woolly, and 
weathered; dispensing 
wisdom and instructions 
with a gravelly voice. He 
is captain of his ship, and 
will not relinquish the oars 
this entire day. I offered to 
row, but when you own the 
boat and a guy shows up 
without his shit together, it’s 
understandable to doubt 
his rowing skills.

The South Holston sits in a 
deep valley in the shadow 
of high ridges and peaks, 
and it’s easy to imagine 
oneself much further west. 
It’s a lovely day, perhaps 
the nicest of the year so far, 
and we’re practically giddy 
to be out playing hooky, 
escaping our work and 
mundane responsibilities, 
and the other, more distant 
umbra encroaching from 
the outside world.



Drive-thru service only. We deliver for the elderly and COVID-19 patients. 
I’m filling my gas tank in South Carolina on my way north, and that’s how 
the sign at the CVS across the street reads. I’d love to simply tell you a 
tale of an idyllic fishing trip with friends on an early spring day, getting in 
on some of the first dry fly fishing of the year, but it feels glib to ignore 
the elephant. Even as we planned and prepared for this trip, you could 
see the smoke and hear the sirens, Godzilla trampling buildings in the 
distance, headed our way. There goes Tokyo.

In the morning, because it was early spring, the air cool, and the water 
cold, we started out nymphing, but soon the air warmed as the sun hit 
the water. Tiny mayflies began to rise from the surface like snowflakes 
falling upward and fish began to rise. It’s then that we stopped the boat 
and Dave broke out the bamboo, a very fine rod built by Brian.

We found our first pod of rising fish in one of those tricky 
drifts where there’s fast water between you and the fish, 
and you have to get your cast and mend just right. Stretch 
the drift as far as possible, cast it under the overhanging 
rhododendron and avoid the woody debris in the river. We 
managed to skate a bunch of flies over them without putting 
them down. I picked off at least one small fish; we moved 
the boat a couple times, Brian picked off a fish or two, 
then Dave. It goes back to that saying that if it were easy, 
everyone would do it. Not that it was that God-awful hard, 
but reasonably challenging enough to be interesting, and 
make you feel like you earned that squirming six-inch brown.





Between pods of rising fish we drifted downstream, 
fishing nymphs under indicators, doing our best 
to hit the riffle-y dark water next to the drop-offs. 
Wait for the indicator to dip or move, then set the 
hook in a soft, downstream arc. And if it doesn’t 
connect, either mend back into position, or make a 
quick cast. This is a busy kind of fishing; between 
tickling the bottom and biting fish, you’re constantly 
setting the hook, mending, recasting to hit the lane 
you’re after, or resetting the depth of the indicator 
up or down the water column. The leader below 
the indicator is quite long, at least eight feet, and I 
don’t have mine fine-tuned, so I’m making my floppy 
amateur casts that get the job done. You don’t have 
to cast far, just get it out there, make the right mend, 
and get it down.

Despite the beautiful day, dancing flies, good 
company, and cooperative fish, the darker shadow 
of COVID-19 stalked us all the way down the river, 
back to the launch. Is this the last hurrah? Will they 
shut down the country? How bad will it get? How 
long before we can do this again—be carefree, 
fish, drink, and bullshit our way down a river, kids 
playing hooky for a day? Even now I don’t know 
the answers, except to say that at some point, 
somewhere down the road, we will. It’s a question 
of when. Despite talk of rivers and flies, saltwater, 
bonefish, snook, fish camps, and summer plans, 
the conversation kept circling back to the one thing 
we wanted most: to escape, at least for the day, 
the shadow of coronavirus tinging our words and 
thoughts..
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Late morning or early 
afternoon—which was it? 
Some time when the light 
was filtering down with an 
ochre hue due to passing 
clouds, the air warm now, 
we approached a feeder 
creek on the river left in 
the shadow of a ridge, the 
Smoky Mountains looming 
downstream on the horizon. 
Thirty fish or more rested 
their chins on the sand 
and gravel that enters the 
mainstream from the creek. 
We pulled up alongside to 
see if we could have a chat 
with these trout through the 
only language we share: 
flies. The trout, of course, 
speak fluent “fly.” We speak 
the broken English version. 
You try to get your dry 
fly just right, to speak in 
simple enough sentences, 
to make the trout think 

you speak its language for 
just long enough to get it 
to eat, like some Internet 
troll in a far-off land trying 
to get your passwords. My 
sentences tend to sound 
like, “Here is fly you like 
eat, eat, eat, I insult your 
mother”, but I managed to 
get one of these floating 
word salads correct, a fish 
ate, and the deep amber 
bamboo bent to the weight 
of a pretty fish. We took 
turns for the next hour, 
targeting individual fish, 
moving the boat to get into 
better position, parked in 
one of the prettiest spots 
in America, casted to rising 
fish. High clouds have 
filtered in over the Smoky 
Mountain ridges around us, 
and for some reason smoke 
has turned the air down the 
valley blue. 
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We had quite a long talk with those fish, 
and we even made some connections, 
happily on our part, if less so on the part 
of the fish. Fly fishing always feels like 
Tinder dating to me, in which I make an 
appeal to every likely candidate, and 
occasionally a trout accidentally swipes 
right. Late that afternoon, I broke my 
rig off and didn’t feel like retying due to 
my three-beer buzz and failing eyesight. 
I set my rod down and just enjoyed 
the rest of the float. It’s good to be 
here, to catch fish, to bob along on the 
current and shoot the breeze, drinking 
a beer and floating in the shadow of 
the Smokies. All shadows come and 
go, move, deepen, then fade. Even 
pandemics. It’s good to know that no 
matter what, this river will always be 
here, and so will the fish. And someday 
we’ll all be back out, wasting time with 
not a care in the world.



Jason Tucker has transplanted himself from Michigan 
to Georgia. Besides his raging ketchup habit, he has 
adjusted nicely, once again proving the widely held 
sociological theory that country is country is country.

https://www.scottflyrod.com/rod-series/view/5142
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Fur and feather matinee
Shane Buckner

PURPLE  HAZE
parachute adams

https://vimeo.com/scoffishing
https://vimeo.com/398342378


FLYF ILMTOUR .COM

- 2020 -
FLY FISHING
FILM TOUR

RESCHEDULED TOUR DATES 
COMING FALL 2020

BUY OR RENT OUR 2019 & ARCHIVED FILMS

2020 FILM WILL BE RELEASED 
FOR DIGITAL DOWNLOAD IN NOV 2020

FIND MORE AT

SCOF_F3T RVS 4.30.20 copy.pdf   1   4/30/20   1:48 PM

https://flyfilmtour.com


hermaphroditic 
Snook on the Corner
By David Grossman
Photos: Steve Seinberg
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Hey there, fellas. 
I’ve seen you polin’, trying to be 
sly behind those dark glasses. 
I know you’re checkin’ me out. 
Nobody comes to this dock 
for the scenery, baby. What 
you into? I can be your boy 
or your girl, honey. This is the 
freaky deaky dock, daddy, and 
I don’t even know what I am 
right now. Why don’t you check 
my gonads and tell me. Oooh, 
you naaasty! You like that line 
on my side, yeah you do. Let 
me see what you’re workin’ 
with, sweetie. Oooh, is that a 
seven wt? 10 wt? Well all right 
then, we can work with that. 
Cast that fly over here. A game 
changer makes you stranger, 
baby. It’ll be an extra $50 if your 
friends watch and $100 if you 
wanna take pictures. Leave the 
money on the casting platform 
and get ready for a wild, 
androgynous ride. 
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http://www.costadelmar.com
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COMMITTED TO PROTECTING 
FLORIDA’S MOST VALUABLE RESOURCE:

Captains For Clean Water is a Grassroots Nonprofit Organization 

Advocating for Clean Water & Healthy Estuaries Across Florida.

CAPTAINSFORCLEANWATER.ORG
JOIN THE FIGHT
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https://captainsforcleanwater.org/take-action/eaa-reservoir/
http://captainsforcleanwater.org


bench press
Galen Kipar

SHIMMY SHIMMY POPPER
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Galen Kipar

The initial inspiration for this fly came as 
most guide flies do—out of necessity 
and curiosity.  

When smallmouth bass are not in their 
renowned aggressive bite window, 
they can get more finicky than a trout 
fisherman gives them credit for.   

The fly should be easy to throw so 
it can be cast at every bronzeback’s 
doorstep. It needs to land softly but have 
presence—push water when popped or 
chugged, and be able to subtly skate 
or swim with rod tip up and slack in the 
line. It should have color options and 
presentation versatility without changing 
materials too much. And it must be 
durable, because it will be clobbered by 
my bronzeback business partners many 
times over.  

The best flies help beginner, 
intermediate, and advanced anglers 
catch more fish and enjoy that process. 
It’s supposed to be fun. One motto we 
have on our guide team is, “Keep it fun, 
have the fun.” It’s always fun to hear 
stories on what constitutes someone’s 
favorite fly and why.  Like songs, some 
patterns are timeless, and some are 
one-hit wonders: some catch fish, some 
catch anglers. This fly does all of the 
right things when the angler makes it so. 
It’s like spaghetti sauce, it gets better 
with time. By day three, it’s the real deal. 
This fly needs to be eaten a few times 
and pulled from at least one branch 
before its materials mesh and its true 
potential profile blossoms. Here are a 
few skills this fly has on the dance floor:

• The Gamakatsu B10S wide gape hook 
ensures you get a good set on big fish. 
Don’t forget to strip set!

• The Flymen Fishing Company, Surface 
Seducer, Double Barrel popper head is 
the best, most versatile mass-produced 
head available.  

• The articulation gives the fly a realistic, 
swimmy presentation and helps 
prevent the fish from working the fly 
loose, especially during a jumping and 
thrashing fiasco. (Three chuckles for 
jumping and thrashing fiascos!) 

• The rabbit strip tail will get saturated 
and hang down slightly below the water 
surface for those sippy and surface-shy 
smallmouth. When fish are sucking their 
food from the surface, this fly excels.  

• Turn the popper head around and it 
will dive and swim six feet down on 
a floating line with mono in current. 
Change that to an intermediate line with 
fluoro, and you’ve got the entire upper 
water column covered with this pattern.

• Instead of an EP brush, try spinning 
deer hair to create a frog-like profile that 
floats on the water surface.  

Material List:

UV Electric ripple ice fiber
Flymen living eyes
Flymen articulated fish spine 20mm | 3/4”
5mm glass rattle
1.5” EP brush
Tiger barred rabbit strip
Flymen double barrel popper head – medium
Crazy Legs
Gamakatsu B10S size 1 or 2 hook

SHIMMY SHIMMY POPPER
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Step 1:  Attach rabbit strip to B10S hook halfway or 
approximately ¾ inch from one end of rabbit strip. 
Place hook into vice. Using your preferred thread 
color and type, wrap the shank to the point of the 
hook and clip off tag.  

Step 2:  Tie in 2-6 pieces of electric ripple ice fiber on 
the top side of shank.

Step 3:  Tie in EP brush.

Step 4:  Wrap the Ep brush forward to just shy of the 
eye leaving room to tie off rabbit strip.  

Step 5:  Using a brush while wrapping will help pre-
vent fibers from clumping.

Step 6:  Pull one end of rabbit strip to eye of hook 
and tie off. To prevent crowding the eye, cut the end 
of the rabbit strip corners off, making a point before 
tying in. 

1 2

3 4

65
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9 10

11 12

87

Step 7:  Whip finish. Super glue.

Step 8:  Adjoin 20mm segment to eye of hook, place 
segment in vice, wrap thread as shown, cut tag and 
super glue.

Step 9:  Tie in EP brush and make 2-4 wraps. For a 
less buoyant but more aerodynamic, sparse version 
of this fly, leave this step out. 

Step 10:  Tie in 4 Crazy Legs, two on each side or to 
your liking. 

Step 11:  Create a cavity for glass rattle. Using a ⅛ 
inch heated drill bit, drill hole in foam popper head 
without piercing the face of the popper.  Proceed 
with caution, hot drill bits and fingers are at play.  
When heating, a candle smells nice and uses less 
butane and plastic. 
 
Step 12:  Ideally, you want the hole on the upper ⅔ 
of the popper head, allowing for the shank of the 
hook to slide underneath. Be prepared to sacrifice a 
few popper heads in the process. 
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17 18

15 16

13 14

Step 13:  Dip one end of the 5mm glass rattle in wax or simi-
lar. This makes getting the rattle into the foam head much 
easier.

Step 14:  Place rattle into popper head. It is best to push the 
rattle in as far as possible. It may create a little bump on the 
popper face, but it does not change the performance. You will 
find that a little glass remains exposed no matter how much 
you finagle. One solution: build up Loon UV Fly Finish where 
exposed and hit it quickly with a UV light, so it doesn’t bog up 
the point of articulation. Too much and the tail will not swing 
freely, which diminishes swim-ability greatly! Too little UV Fly 
Finish and durability diminishes. This issue doesn’t occur 
when using the large or extra-large popper heads. Those sizes 
have plenty of foam to protect the rattle or multiple rattles! 
While the medium-size head poses a slight issue with the 
rattle, the overall size of the fly and proportions allow it to be 
versatile, land softly and most importantly make it very edible.

Step 15:  Poke hole through popper head below rattle. Heat-
ing your poker will help bore out the hole so the eye of the 
hook can be pushed through more easily.  

Step 16:  Add super glue to 20mm shank (it’s better to add 
more than not enough).  A piece of cardboard or paper un-
derneath will help keep the vice base clean. If the glue bond 
breaks, the popper will spin on the shank and not work prop-
erly. You can always take it off and re-glue. You can also dip 
the entire head in epoxy for maximum durability and more 
“smack” upon touchdown. If you do this, it’s the last step.

Step 17:  Push popper head onto shank and hold in place 
during initial glue set time. 

Step 18:  Add super glue to eye socket on popper head and 
attach eyes.  
 



Galen Kipar is the owner and head guide of the 
Asheville Fly Fishing Company. He guides both 
smallmouth and trout, and can play the guitar and 
harmonica at the same time. Don’t ask him to play 
covers though (he won’t).
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https://www.ashevilleflyfishingco.com
http://www.epflies.com
http://www.epflies.com
https://www.facebook.com/epfliestm/


http://www.hunterbanks.com
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http://instagram.com/southerncultureonthefly
https://www.facebook.com/SCOF2013
http://www.southerncultureonthefly.com/subform.html
http://www.southerncultureonthefly.com


SIDDCARPA

By David Grossman
Photos: Steve Seinberg

PART TWO
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As Siddcarpa walked away 
from the coast he left Megalops 
and Govarden behind. 
Siddcarpa found himself alone 
and deep in thought as he 
walked. He knew that all of 
his past fish were behind him. 
He had fished for trout as a 
boy, then musky amongst the 
tribe, and finally tarpon at the 
feet of the exalted Megalops. 
He understood their teachings 
and he understood the 
enlightenment that their queries 
offered. He also realized that 
this enlightenment was his 
teachers’ and theirs alone. He 
had studied, practiced, and 
walked their path yet he had 
not found enlightenment at 
the end. He continued to walk 
slowly and think about where 
he had been. The realization 
suddenly came to Siddcarpa 
that all of his travels and all 
of his stripping of lines up to 
this point had been to strip 
layers of himself away in order 
to find higher meaning in all 

things. He had sat at the feet 
of others contemplating the 
abstract at the sake of truly 
ever knowing himself and the 
wonders in everyday life. With 
this realization the woods came 
alive with the songs of birds, 
the buzzing of winged insects, 
and he could start to hear the 
sounds of a gentle river forming 
in the distance. Siddcarpa 
did not know if nature had 
just started spontaneously 
or if more likely, he had so 
completely given himself to 
others that he had simply failed 
to notice. He quickened his 
stride to match the pace of his 
thoughts. He had fished his 
whole life for others expecting 
to find answers, but answers 
about himself would never 
come as he had never known 
himself. At that moment he 
realized it was as if he had 
never fished before, and from 
this point forward he must seek 
the answers by fishing within 
himself and for himself. 

Waking

Part Two
Editor’s Note: Part 1 of Siddcarpa appeared in the Winter 2020 
“Rumspringa" Issue of SCOF (pg.114). You can find it here. 
I highly recommend you read Part 1 before reading Part 2. The 
reason I assume is self-explanatory.

http://www.southerncultureonthefly.com/scof_winter2020.html
http://www.southerncultureonthefly.com/scof_winter2020.html
http://www.southerncultureonthefly.com/scof_winter2020.html
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Lamala (It rhymes with Pamela)

Siddcarpa made his way to the distant river taking in the 
menagerie of sensory delights that until now were hidden in 
plain view. At night he came to the edge of the river and was 
given a place to sleep by the boatman who operated the river 
shuttle. The next morning, Siddcarpa asked the boatman to 
take him across the river. As they crossed, Siddcarpa noticed 
the placid water teemed with golden scaled fish with lips as 
luscious as strawberries. He remarked on the beauty of the river 
and the fish to the boatman.

“Yes, the river and the fish here are beautiful. I have spent my 
entire life on the river pursuing these golden fish. More times 
than not they have no interest in eating a fly. But every day 
I learn very much from the river and these fish,” replied the 
boatman. Siddcarpa quite enjoyed the boatman’s love of his 
river and the strange golden fish the man contented himself 
with. As he stepped off the boat, he turned back to the boatman 
and apologized for not having any money or gifts for the 
hospitality and the shuttle. The boatman told him with a smile, 
“We will see each other again, the river returns everything.”  

"We will see each 
other again, the river 
returns everything." 
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Siddcarpa continued his travels 
bathed in the new world of the 
present. After a time he came 
upon a village close to a lake. 
Before he arrived at the town 
on the lake, he noticed a dock 
with people running around to 
and fro. In the boathouse on a 
chaise lounge lay a woman of 
the most remarkable beauty. Her 
locks were the color of the sun 
and defied the laws of science in 
both its height and rigidity. Her 
Budweiser bikini left no question 
as to the tautness of her torso 
or the length of her legs. Her red 
lips delicately pursed around the 
opening of a Twisted Tea, and 
for the first time in Siddcarpa’s 
life he knew what it was to desire 
carnally. He asked one of the 
hangers-on what the woman’s 
name was. The person prelied her 
name was Lamala and she also 
had a home in the town, but spent 
her afternoons lounging lakeside 
in the boathouse. With this he 
turned his eyed towards Lamala, 
where his gaze met by hers and a 
demure smile took shape across 
her luscious lips.



Siddcarpa went to the town knowing 
that he couldn't approach her with his 
current visage, nor would his musk 
please the woman. He bathed himself in 
the lake, cut his hair and beard, tossed 
his mesh-backed hat into the garbage 
and returned to the dock where he had 
been dumbstruck by lust. The next 
afternoon he returned to the boathouse 
and found her taking her daily respite. 
Siddcarpa made his way through the 
various members of her flock and stood 
before her.

“I saw you yesterday didn’t I? But you 
were much dirtier weren’t you?”

“Yes, yesterday you saw me as I was, 
the son of a trout angler, a member 
of the musky tribe, and a student of 
Megalops. Today I am Siddcarpa, a 
babe in the world of love as I have never 
known the love of a woman. I beg of 
you to teach me the ways of love.”

Lamala coyly smirked, “I have taught 
many men, but never a poor fly 
fisherman. I give my company to men 
of worth and fame. The men of the 
BASS Pro Series. They have rods of the 
finest graphite, and reels with actual 
gears. No, no man whose boat does not 
glitter has received my teachings. What 
could you, a poor master of the fly arts, 
possibly offer me in exchange for my 
company and my love?”



Perplexed, Siddcarpa thought 
of the skills he had acquired on 
his journey. “I can tie a double 
bimini twist, or give you a 
casting demonstration where I 
cast the whole line with just the 
tip of the rod, or I am quite a 
skilled tier of flies, which have 
become popular as adornments 
for the finest women of the land. 
I would give you any of these for 
your attention.”

None of these things impressed 
Lamala except for the tying of 
the fly. She also wouldn’t admit 
it, but the seeds of affinity for 
Siddcarpa had already been 
planted in her heart. “I will make 
no promises, but tie me a fly 
as I have been surrounded by 
a wealth of soft plastics and 
crankbaits and your quaint 
fishing ways have intrigued me.”

Siddcarpa gathered materials 
from around the boathouse. An 
old vise clamp, an abandoned 
worm hook, the thread of a 
beach towel, and the feather of 
a foul goose skulking around. 
In no time Siddcarpa had 
produced a fly of such beauty 

that Lamala started clapping 
furiously, sending her giant 
hoop earrings jostling to and fro.

“This fly of yours Siddcarpa is 
quite ingenious and beautiful, 
but it is not enough for me 
to be with you. For now I 
will reward you with a single 
kiss, but I will send you to my 
friend, Dwayneswami. He is a 
prominent winner on the BASS 
tour and will teach you the ways 
of the lake. When you have 
become his equal and can take 
me to the lake in your oversized 
truck, pulling your glittering 
boat, and covered from head to 
toe in corporate sponsorship, I 
will let you take me as yours.”

With these words, Lamala 
leaned toward Siddcarpa and 
aggressively kissed him making 
questionable use of her tongue 
for a lady of her status. With this 
kiss Siddcarpa now knew his 
path. He must win tournaments 
and collect all the spoils of 
victory until this quivering 
mound of lust named Lamala 
was his for all time.
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In the Land of  BASS

Siddcarpa went to the home of Dwayneswami, 
where the tournament angler invited him in. 
Dwayneswami was an older man, but behind the 
reflection of his blade sunglasses, Siddcarpa saw 
the familiar eye of an angler.

“Lamala has told me that you’re a fly fisherman, 
but you want to study gear? Have you realized how 
inefficiently flies catch fish?”

“No, I have caught many fish large and small only 
using flies. I am here not because I have lost faith 
in the fly, but I have realized that the world is not fly 
alone.”

“So as a fly fisherman, you are filthy and devoid of 
material possessions, correct?”

“I have the possession of fish behavior and 
patterns gleaned from a life in pursuing them by the 
most difficult means possible.”

Though Dwayneswami knew nothing of the ways of 
the fly, he was able to discern that common bond 
amongst all anglers. The pure joy in the pursuit 
of one of nature’s most elusive foes. He decided 
in that moment he would take Siddcarpa into his 
house and teach him the ways of the tournament.





Dwayneswami provided 
Siddcarpa with flippin’ 
sticks, a rainbow box 
of jig heads, lures, and 
silicone. He allowed 
Siddcarpa the use of last 
season's boat wrapped 
with last season's sponsor. 
Siddcarpa followed 
Dwayneswami around 
the lake every day and 
he learned all the points, 
blowdowns, and drop-
offs that bass frequented. 
Before long, Siddcarpa’s 
natural angling ability 
took over (it was easier 
than fly fishing after all). 
Siddcarpa’s success 
began to transfer to 
tournaments. He started 
by winning Tuesday night 
rodeos with the locals, 
but soon worked his 
way onto the FLW and 
shortly thereafter the 
main tournament stage 
of the BASS Pro Series. 
As much success as 
Siddcarpa experienced in 
tournaments, the fishing 
seemed not to interest 
him. Fishing by waiting 
on something to happen 
with a worm wacky rigged 

on the bottom could not 
compare to a tarpon 
charging a fly, or a trout 
delicately sipping off the 
surface. But what the 
fishing lacked, the carnal 
pleasures the BASS 
tournaments provided 
more than made up for. 
Lamala had taken him 
to her bed with his first 
sponsorship, and she 
had shown him the ways 
of physical love. He took 
these lessons to every 
lake on the tour where 
he debaucharized the 
local female populations 
in bacchanalian orgies of 
flesh, cocaine, and Yozuri. 
He gambled on himself, as 
a way to show his disdain 
for the material things he 
gained. He lost large sums 
and won large sums all 
with indifference except 
for how these sums fueled 
his more sinful desires. 
He began to find pleasure 
in his fellow anglers’ 
tournament losses, 
taunting them in the 
parking lot and cuckolding 
with their wives.
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Drugs were induced that had 
no names, only numbers and 
letters. Siddcarpa spent many 
years pursuing bronze with little 
interest and great success, and 
spent the remainder of those 
years contracting all venereal 
diseases known to man at 
the time. After years of BASS, 
grass, and ass, Siddcarpa was 
overcome by an overwhelming 
misery that emanated from the 
core of his being. 
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"He had learned the way of the fishing majority, and while the pleasures of the flesh 
had distracted him from the mind numbing fishing style, it was no longer enough."



This void in himself could not be 
filled with victories, chemicals, or 
the company of fast BASS women 
any longer. This life of desire and 
lust had brought him no further 
toward his goal of enlightenment. He 
had learned the way of the fishing 
majority, and while the pleasures of 
the flesh had distracted him from the 
mind numbing fishing style, it was no 
longer enough. Siddcarpa could not 
follow this path, and as quickly as he 
had inserted himself into lake life, he 
withdrew. Siddcarpa walked out of 
the ubiquitous brick lake home and 
cared not for the boats, trucks, four 
wheelers, or bass gear he left behind.
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Read the final Siddcarpa 
installment in the 2020 
Summer Issue of SCOF, to 
be released in August.
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GUIDED TRIPS AND TRAVEL 
 WWW.COHUTTAFISHINGCO.COM
39 SOUTH PUBLIC SQUARE  |  CARTERSVILLE, GA   |   770 606 1100
490 EAST MAIN ST  |  BLUE RIDGE, GA  |   706 946 3044

COHUTTA FISHING COMPANY
Full service fly shop located in Cartersville, Georgia

http://www.cohuttatravel.com
http://www.cohuttatravel.com
http://www.cohuttafishingco.com
http://www.cohuttafishingco.com
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WINNING
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Winning isn’t a 
word that easily 
passes the lips of a 
conservationist. The 
environmental battles fought 
in the modern era have been 
overwhelmingly won by the side 
sitting across the courtroom 
from us. Money and power still 
tend to hold more sway than the 
voice of the people or sometimes 
even the truth. The system is set 
up so that judgements can take 
decades and the fines levied are 
insignificant to the defendant’s 
bottom line. Change does happen 
though. Like waves crashing on 
rocks, eventually the rock's shape 
does transform. Sometimes over 
eons, but every once in awhile, 
an entire cliff gives way. This past 
January, the court handed down a 
judgement that finally dropped that 
cliff squarely on the heads of Duke 
Energy and their multiple coal ash 
storage sites around the state of 
North Carolina.

In a landmark settlement, Duke 
Energy, the North Carolina 
Department of Environmental 
Quality, and the Southern 
Environmental Law Center reached 
an agreement forcing Duke 
Energy to excavate all remaining 

unlined coal ash ponds in North 
Carolina, and safely dispose of the 
excavated coal ash in lined landfills 
on Duke Energy properties. These 
unlined coal ash depositories have 
been contaminating groundwater 
around the south since their 
inception in the 50s. While Duke 
Energy denied the groundwater 
issues, the breaching of two of 
these ponds was something even 
they could not wish away. The 
Kingsport spill in 2008 and the Dan 
River spill in 2014 were rallying 
cries for all communities affected 
by coal ash, and with changing 
political winds we stand witness 
today to the largest coal ash clean 
up in America. This follows prior 
coal ash pond remediations in 
Virginia, Tennessee, and South 
Carolina. 

So often we look at our 
environment and see 
insurmountable problems. 
Coal ash at least proved to be 
mountable. I think other issues 
probably are, too. It’s important 
to remember that we can affect 
change in our communities. 
Progress is made painfully slowly, 
but it must be pursued relentlessly, 
unfalteringly crashing into the 
power structure until something 
breaks loose.



https://youtu.be/FPRKwOit3xM
http://www.instagram.com/ashevilleflyfishingco
https://www.ashevilleflyfishingco.com
https://www.ashevilleflyfishingco.com
https://www.ashevilleflyfishingco.com/blog/2020/3/2/02202020


a flood tide in three PARTS
By Aaron Wood
Photos: Lawson Builder
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Poetry is a valued form of 
writing, but I admit to not 
understanding most of it.
While I enjoy the occasional William Carlos 
Williams or Langston Hughes, I don’t 
gravitate toward it the same way I do 
fiction or essays. In my first undergrad stint 
I attended a recognized poet’s reading, 
and spent its entirety failing to uncover 
the deeper meaning beneath his words. 
All around me people smiled at turns of 
phrase, nodded at subtle metaphors, and 
snapped their fingers in their best attempt 
at elitist douchery. With brows raised, 
I watched on like a toddler at the zoo, 
intrigued but ultimately confused by the 
events unfolding on the other side of the 
glass.

However, there are places and events that 
are best captured by the lyrical nature 
of poetry. Pursuing reds on a flooded 
flat, divine in its solitude, imperfect in 
its offerings, happens to be a prime 
example that’s comparable to most of 
Shakespearean tragedy.  
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There is no water here
only the burnt ends 
of departing spartina
Drooping
with snails and flotsam
A sea of fiddlers
part in my wake
rustling like fallen leaves
crunching underfoot.
I’ve arrived two hours too soon
yet again
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As I stand in a sea of bone-dry pluff mud, I wonder if the tides 
have decided to alter their course; as if the earth and moon have 
suddenly decided to untether, a harmonious matrimony at the 
surface riddled with mistrust and infidelity at the core. Every 
tumultuous relationship reaches its breaking point, and this rather 
impactful separation happened when I decided to fish. However, it 
is possible I have read the tide chart wrong again. I wait.

The water comes 
as it always does 
my most beloved companion
an inch or two, sluggish, seeping.
The time ticks on, the crabs now silent
drowned out, stinking of fear
The tide crawls up my ankles, my calf
swallows up the spartina.
From the creek comes a push
edging onto the flat
I measure its pace, size
by the crest of the wake 
I cast
line unrolls before me
drops the fly in its path so tender, so soft
The best cast of my life
the memory of that loop will be burned in my 
dreams
will be immortalized
like Homer, like the Ten Commandments, like 
Michael Jordan 
will be drawn on my tombstone
will be reenacted by DiCaprio
It spooks a horse mullet
back into the creek
I hate you.
Fuck you.
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I console my hatred for 
mullet by envisioning the 
following scene: A fat, 
saggy-titted retiree with 
a faded Harley Davidson 
insignia tatted over his 
heart stands at the end 
of a pier. He opens his 
cooler and pulls out a bag 
of frozen mullet lining a 
freezer bag like sausage 
links. He lays its waste-
of-space corpse on the 
scarred pier railing and 
decapitates it, jettisoning 
the waste into the ocean 
with a quick flick of the 
knife. He cuts its body in 
half and presses the flesh 
onto two 3/0 Eagle Claw 
hooks before hoisting his 
rod back like a last chance 
Hail Mary. He casts that 
motherfucker so far every 
tourist asshole walking 
by breaks into applause, 
song, and dance, while 
children line up for his 
autograph. He sits back 
down, cracks open a 
Natural Light, and rubs 
coconut oil on his fat, 
bulbous belly. 
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There
no denying it
Tailing, happy
glinting in the light
Beckoning me over like a lover’s first hello 
I make my way to her, eyes never break 
I’d give a quart of blood to have a dance
to hold her dripping belly in my palms
to have a kiss, perhaps
I send a fly her way
come up short
I cast again
and slap it in her face
She likes that
Like, a lot
And I like it too
So I
Trout-set
Like an Asshole

I don’t think this poetry thing is going to work out.



Aaron Wood is a writer in Charleston, SC, who spends all of his time 
finding ways not to write such as being outdoors or tying flies. Being 
as this is Aaron’s first story for SCOF, we haven't had the chance to 
meet face-to-face, but in our minds he’s wearing a monocle.

TALLTIDESCHARTERS.COM
SAVANNAH  |  GEORGIA

http://www.talltidescharters.com
http://www.TALLTIDESCHARTERS.COM


FAR FROM FLY
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John Smolko doesn’t stay still very often. Whether he’s guiding trout and salmon in Alaska,  the striper runs on 
the Roanoke River, or for ducks in Mississippi, John gets around. Luckily for all of us he’s always got a camera in 
tow, and he generally knows how to use it. Check out his photography and find out how to book trips here.

https://www.johnsmolko.com
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SCOF STORE
SOUTHERNCULTUREONTHEFLY.COM
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Anybody who has ever sat in a 
Florida fly shop for more than a half-hour 
has more than likely seen some customer 
grab a random pattern from the wall and 
ask an employee, “Now, how would I strip 
a fly like this?” This question is typically 
followed up with a generic response 
about how crustacean patterns need to 
be stripped in a quick “popping” manor, 
and baitfish patterns should be stripped 
in a longer, more uniform pattern. This 
information, in a broad way, is correct. 
If your style of fishing involves walking a 
shoreline or a flat and casting into structure 
or shadows, then, by all means, take these 
words to heart and you will eventually be 
successful. However, if you are in a sight-
fishing situation, these blanket statements 
may not quite live up to the gospel.

Say you’re in a standard stateside flats-
fishing situation and you’re throwing shrimp 
patterns to shoreline redfish. You’ve had 
a handful of shots (while sticking to the 
standard stripping practices) and no results. 
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What next? In some situations, 
a simple fly change might make 
all the difference, while other 
times the fish aren’t looking for 
a different fly, but a different 
approach altogether. Fish aren’t 
always triggered by the color 
of a fly, how big it is, or how 
much flash it might have tied in. 
Often, they’re looking more for 
an action rather than a specific 
fly. The fly itself is nothing more 
than a tool to get the fish’s 
attention. It’s up to the angler to 
bring it to life and convince the 
fish to eat.

Presentation is the most 
important thing in any sight-
fishing situation. The way you 
strip your fly doesn’t matter at 
all if the fish never sees it. How 
fast a fly sinks says a lot about 
how to fish it. In a perfect world, 
we would always have a fly with 
the right sink rate ready to go 
for every shot. Unfortunately, 
that’s not realistic. We can only 
prepare for what we think might 
happen. So, when a fish pops 

up in a position we aren’t quite 
ready for, we must manipulate 
whatever fly we do have on, 
and get it in the best position 
possible for a take. If your target 
is moving in shallow water 
looking for bottom-dwelling 
prey and you have a slow-
sinking fly, then you may have 
to lead the fish farther in order 
to give the fly enough time to 
sink. If it’s a weighted fly, you 
might get away with a more 
aggressive cast that’s slightly 
closer in order to get the fly in 
the fish’s field of vision quicker. 
Sink rate will also affect how 
quickly you strip a fly. Floating 
lines are the standard in flats 
fishing, which means that every 
time you strip, you’re pulling 
your fly closer to the surface. If 
you’re casting to fish that are at 
the bottom of the water column 
and you don’t allow your fly to 
sink back into the fish’s line of 
sight in between strips, then 
you’re pulling the fly out of the 
strike zone. 
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Some days it’s easy and all you have 
to do is simply get the fly in front of the 
fish and wiggle it a bit. But most days, 
especially in pressured fisheries, the 
angler must really persuade the fish 
to eat. Knowing how the fish you’re 
targeting feeds is crucial when trying 
to convince it to take a fly. Predator 
fish, in general, are lazy. Unless they’re 
in a competitive situation, they want 
to use as little energy as possible to 
get a meal. Once you’ve gotten their 
attention, it now becomes a game. You 
want to show the fish the fly, dangle it 
in front of them, once they’ve noticed 
it and shown a little interest, take it 
away from them quickly. If they follow 
it aggressively, stop the fly completely. 
A lot of times this will force the fish to 
run into the fly and trigger an eat. This 
works especially well with redfish. If 
stopping the fly doesn’t get you the 
take, keep playing the game. Follow up 
with a few more quick strips and see 
how the fish reacts. Sometimes fish 
will key in on a bait that’s falling and 
taking a longer pause, allowing the fly 
to fall almost to the bottom like a dying 
bait, will produce a strike. The main 
thing is to always aim to keep the fly 
in the fish’s area. The idea of a strike 
zone is a bit of a cliché in the land of 
conventional gear, but it holds true 
when tossing flies as well. 
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Stripping the fly away too fast from a fish that 
isn’t intensely following might cause the fish to 
lose interest. When fishing a suspending fly, try 
to avoid making abrupt movements with the 
fly before the fish is aware of it. I see people 
try this often to provoke a sort of reaction 
strike, but my experience has shown me the 
opposite. It does work from time to time, but 
more times than not a sudden strip before the 
fish knows the fly is there will startle the fish 
and cause it to spook. Weighted flies are a 
little different. If you’re fishing a pattern that’s 
imitating prey on the bottom, you want it to 
seem like the fish surprised the bait. Make 
sure that the fly is on the bottom by the time 
the fish reaches it and once the fly is in the 
fish’s line of sight, a quick sharp strip that 
pulls the fly off the bottom is usually enough to 
get an eat. Other times they might be looking 
for more of a slow drag across the bottom. 
If the fish doesn’t take right away and starts 
to follow, then it's back to the game of quick 
strips and pauses. 





It’s important to realize that 
all of this is suggestive. 
Things that work in my 
fishery might not be the 
most effective in others. 
I can only tell you what 
works for me. If you are 
fishing with a guide, please 
listen! They will know when 
to move the fly and when 
not to. Have a conversation 
with your guide at the 
beginning of your trip 
about verbiage and the 
action that goes along with 
a certain instruction. Many 
guides will use words like 
“pop,” “tick” or “slide,” but 
not all of them will want the 
same action out of those 
instructions. 

There are really no 
universal truths when it 
comes to convincing a 
fish to take a fly. If there 
was one, it would be that 
a fish won’t eat a fly that 
it never sees. Outside of 
that, fish are still animals. 

They can be unpredictable 
and downright stubborn 
at times. Ultimately, you 
cannot approach every 
fish the same way and 
expect to be successful. 
Every shot is different, so 
every presentation should 
be different. It all comes 
down to time on the water. 
The more time you spend 
on the water, the more 
shots you get. The more 
shots you take, the more 
reactions you get, and the 
more knowledge you’ll 
have. Being a successful  
sight fisherman really 
comes down to being able 
to anticipate the fish’s next 
move.  only way to do that 
well is to do it over and 
over, exposing yourself 
to as many situations as 
you possibly can. The 
more you experience, 
the better you’ll be. And 
always remember, the most 
important strip is the one 
right after the fish eats.
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Capt. Josh Hendry splits his time guiding 
between Alaska and the Space Coast of 
Florida. Josh may be young as measured 
in rotations around the sun, but his fishing 
harkens back to a more primitive time 
(the ‘8os), when men were men and Josh 
would’ve been considered man adjacent.
You can book trips with Josh here.

http://www.thefiberglassmanifesto.com
http://centralfloridaflyfishing.com
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pure social distancing and tacos

http://instagram.com/southerncultureonthefly
https://www.facebook.com/SCOF2013
http://www.southerncultureonthefly.com/subform.html
http://www.southerncultureonthefly.com
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I’m tired of the 
isolation, tired of being 
afraid, tired of what I 
know, and tired of what 
I don’t know. The world 
seems dark and ominous, 
like an afternoon 
thunderstorm rolling in 
from a distance. You can 
see it on the horizon, 
hear its rumble, smell 
the rain on the air. When 
it hits, it's all chaos and 
terror. But I’ve lived 
through enough storms on 
the water to know that 
after the rage comes the 
quiet. The sweet, cool, 
fresh air filling your 
lungs, the restless water 
settling into a flat 
mirror sheen. A peace 
settles in to calm your 
nerves and you even get a 
free boat wash out of the 
deal. And let’s be honest—
is there a better beer on 
this planet than the one 
you crack open to watch 
a sunset over the water 
after an evening storm? 
The storm is still here, 
still raging, it's hard 
to see the end of it, but 
there is an end. There 
is always an end. So, go 
ahead and put some beer 
on ice. It's gonna be one 
hell of a sunset.

The Back Page Journal
 with Paul Puckett and Mike Benson

I  haven’t fished in months, 
and somehow that doesn’t 
matter (the first time in my 
life I can say that). Most of 
my friends have been stuck 
in their homes, many have had 
time to sneak off and find a 
piece of water to themselves, 
or with a strategically 
distanced friend. But due to 
the nature of my job as an ICU 
nurse, I’ve been working more 
than ever.

My city hasn’t been hit hard 
in all this mess like others, 
and I haven’t been working 
with the COVID-19 patients 
as much as I’d feared in 
the beginning, but I’m still 
pulling four 12-hour shifts 
per week with sick and dying 
patients, and now, without 
the escape that fishing has 
offered in years past. I 
keep myself isolated from my 
friends, because I love them 
too much to put them in harm’s 
way just because I want to 
wet a line. I could fish solo, 
but while casting to fish and 
poling at the same time is 
doable, it’s not what I would 
call enjoyable. Normally I’d 
make some attempt at a witty, 
introspective point of view on 
this to share with you here 
on the back page.  But I’ll be 
honest with you—I’m tired.
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